DISCOVER THE VERY BEST LIFE HAS TO OFFER
Looking back, it’s clear to see why Discovery has been the number-one-selling luxury diesel motor home in the Fleetwood family. The combination of refined elegance and powerful diesel dependability has defined the marketplace and captured loyal customers around the country for years. Now we’ve taken our premier coach and traveled even further.

Powering the new Discovery is a 330 horsepower Caterpillar® engine situated on a Freightliner® chassis, delivering an astounding 860 ft./lbs. of torque for effortless hill climbing and towing. You’ll be amazed at the improvement in horsepower and 200 ft./lbs. increase in torque—

you’ll experience a powerful, dependable, smooth ride. Fleetwood’s Power Platform with its unique steel truss design is the rock solid foundation for this quality built motor home.

Discovery’s Tuff-Coat™ exterior and Royal Tuff-Ply™ roof offers superior resistance to denting, scratching, vibration, thermal cycling, as well as a fuel efficient slipstream appearance.

These are only a few of the upgrades you’ll find in the new Discovery. More awaits you inside.

Others may rest on their laurels—but not Fleetwood.
Discovery is already America’s best-selling diesel motor home.”

So the question is...how do you improve upon that?
The answer—more power, more convenience, more luxury.

With the single goal of creating the very best ownership experience for you.

Enjoy your travels. Enjoy them in a Discovery.

There’s a new Discovery around every corner.
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Discovery. When every detail counts.

While the improvements in performance and durability are impressive, the greatest impact a Discovery makes on its owners is inside the coach. Consider the dual slides. The bedroom slide-out adds impressive additional space not found in other motor homes in this class. A flush floor living room slide creates a more home-like living environment where you can enjoy the standard 27” television, and optional Panasonic® home theater sound system. And of course we extend the invitation for you to select one of the three distinctive interior decors that most fits your personal tastes.

**Discovery Features**

1. The impact resistant Tuff-Coat™ high-gloss fiberglass exterior will provide you years of beautiful wear.
2. Discovery has plenty of exterior storage so you don’t have to decide what to bring and what to leave at home.
3. The Royal Tuff-Ply™ roof takes on the toughest climates without cracking or leaking.

**Additional Feature**

- Under the living room or galley slide-out, the EZ Store™ storage compartments move with the slide-out as it is extended.

Fuel stops are made easier with fuel fills conveniently located on both sides of the coach.

There’s easy access to the 2,000-watt power inverter and all batteries in a single compartment.
But perhaps it is in the details where Discovery really makes an impact. It’s loaded with premium appliances from companies you trust such as Panasonic®, Dometic® and Magic Chef® to name a few. The galley features laminated tile flooring and solid surface countertops. A new retractable spray head galley faucet, three-burner high-output cooktop, convection microwave plus an optional central vacuum system all complement your lifestyle and activities.

And of course we could go on for miles, but with this level of attention to detail you’ll be even more impressed touring a Discovery in person. And once you do, we’re sure you’ll discover why Discovery continues to be the best-selling diesel motor home* in the country.

*According to Statistical Surveys, Inc. – May 2001
Interior and Exterior Colors

**Rainforest**

- Living Room/Bedroom First Coordinate
- Living Room Feature
- Living Room Second Coordinate
- Bedroom Feature

- Drapery
- Exterior Color (Standard)
- Cherry (Standard)
- Anderson Walnut (Optional)
- Exterior Color (Optional)

**Aspen Breeze**

- Living Room First Coordinate
- Living Room Feature
- Living Room Second Coordinate
- Bedroom Feature

- Drapery
- Exterior Color (Standard)
- Cherry (Standard)
- Anderson Walnut (Optional)
- Exterior Color (Optional)

**Copper Canyon**

- Living Room/Bedroom First Coordinate
- Living Room Feature
- Living Room Second Coordinate
- Bedroom Feature

- Drapery
- Exterior Color (Standard)
- Cherry (Standard)
- Anderson Walnut (Optional)
- Exterior Color (Optional)
For over 50 years, we at Fleetwood have understood that people love the freedom and independence an RV provides. As a pioneer in the RV industry, Fleetwood is synonymous with outdoor recreation, and over the last half-century, we’ve grown to become the largest manufacturer of recreational vehicles in the world. This growth was inspired by the simple credo of Fleetwood’s founder—to build great value into practical products that work hard for the consumer—a philosophy fully embraced by every Fleetwood associate to this day.

Go to any campground, state park or auto race and chances are that there will be more Fleetwood RVs present than units from any other manufacturer. Over two million vacations a year are taken in Fleetwood RVs, vacations that represent the dreams of RV owners. That’s a great number of dreams to live up to. Yet, year after year, Fleetwood comes through.

That’s why we remain the number one RV manufacturer in the world—we make the dreams of our customers come true.